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Salish languages each have two to six different applicative suffixes, which signal that the syntactic object plays a semantic role other than the theme, for example recipient, benefactive, possessor, goal, or stimulus. The applicative suffixes are part of a rich system of verbal morphology marking voice and valence. This paper explores how the applicative suffixes are ordered with respect to other suffixes, such as reflexives, reciprocals, causatives, non-control transitives, and lexical suffixes. These suffixes can appear either before or after the applicative suffixes, thus providing evidence for the compositional nature of Salish verb morphology.

1 Introduction

The Salish verb consists of a stem as a base and one or more affixes and clitics, including a rich array of valence and voice suffixes. The applicative is one type of verbal suffix. It appears on the verb when the direct object refers to a participant that is not a theme but rather a semantically oblique nominal that is related to the event, such as a recipient, benefactive, possessor, goal, or stimulus. For example, observe the following Okanagan data:

---
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2 We use the term theme to refer to the patient of a transitive verb and also the object being transferred in a ditransitive.

(1) Okanagan
   a. kan n-xəl.
      1SG.SUB LOC-afraid
      ‘I got scared. (A. Mattina 1987:252)

   b. n-xəl-mə-nt-sən.
      LOC-afraid-REL-TR-2SG.OBJ-1SG.SUB

Example (1a) is an intransitive construction having only one participant, a first-person singular subject expressed by an intransitive subject clitic. In contrast, (1b) is an applicative construction, as indicated by the applicative suffix -mi, which appears between the verb root and the transitive suffix. The applicative construction is syntactically transitive: the subject in the applicative construction is the first-person singular ergative suffix, the direct object is expressed by pronominal object inflection, and the verb is explicitly marked with the transitive suffix. The semantic role of the applied object is not patient/theme, but rather an oblique related to the event, in this case the stimulus. In sum, the applicative suffix signals the presence of a non-theme direct object, referred to here as the applied object.

Applicative suffixes are thus part of the voice and valence marking of the language. And the question arises, how are they ordered with respect to other suffixes such as reflexive, reciprocal, transitive, and causative? To answer this question thoroughly, we first must delve into the nature of the applicative suffix and applicative constructions in more detail in section 2. Next, we illustrate the interaction of the applicative suffixes with other suffixes, focusing on suffixes that can appear either before or after applicative suffixes in section 3. As discussed in the conclusion in section 4, data of this type are difficult to accommodate within a templatic model of Salish morphology, i.e. where each suffix is assigned to a slot in a verb template. They provide evidence for the compositional nature of the Salish verb.

2 Two types of Salish applicatives

Kiyosawa (1999, 2002, 2006) has shown that Salish languages each have two to six different applicative suffixes, and that Salish applicative suffixes fall into two types—relational and redirecive. The applicative in (1b) above is a transitive construction with a direct object, the applied object, which refers to a semantically oblique nominal relating to the event such as stimulus, content, or goal. We refer to such applicatives as “relational applicatives” and to the suffixes that occur in them as “relational (applicative) suffixes”.


4 i is reduced to a or deleted when unstressed.
Salish languages have a second type of applicative construction, which we refer to as “redirective applicatives”. The redirective suffix is attached to a transitive base and the applied object plays a role such as dative, benefactive, or possessive. Compare the following Shuswap examples:

(2) Shuswap
a. m-kúl-n-s y mi'mx.
PERF-make-TR-3SUB DET basket
'She made the basket.' (Dwight Gardiner p.c.)

b. m-kúl-x-t-s y núxʷən̓xʷ tə mi'mx.
PERF-make-RDR-TR-3SUB DET woman OBL basket
'She made a basket for the woman.' (Gardiner 1993:31)

Example (2a) is a simple transitive construction. The verb is overtly marked transitive and the subject is indicated by the third-person ergative suffix. The theme ‘basket’ is the direct object and appears as a plain NP, marked only with a determiner. In contrast, (2b) is a redirective applicative construction containing the redirective suffix -xi between the verb root and the transitive suffix. The theme ‘basket’ is an oblique-marked NP, preceded by the preposition tə. The applied object ‘woman’ has the semantic role of benefactive but the syntactic role of direct object, so it appears as a plain NP.

2.1 Relational applicatives

As discussed in Kiyosawa (2006), a survey of data from 19 of the 23 Salish languages reveals that each language has one to four relational applicative suffixes, as summarized in Table 1.5

---

Table 1. Relational applicative suffixes in Salish languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRANCH</th>
<th>LANG</th>
<th>RELATIONAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cx</td>
<td>-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Se</td>
<td>-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sq</td>
<td>-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hi</td>
<td>-meʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nk</td>
<td>-ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>-ŋiy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kl</td>
<td>-ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ld</td>
<td>-bi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>Ti-əwi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ch</td>
<td>-mi(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cz</td>
<td>-mi(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Li</td>
<td>-min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Th</td>
<td>-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sh</td>
<td>-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ok</td>
<td>-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ka</td>
<td>-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>-min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cm</td>
<td>-mi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most languages have a reflex of the general applicative suffix reconstructed by Kinkade (1998) as *-mi, though other relational suffixes have developed as well that can be reconstructed for one or more branches of Salish, as discussed in Kiyosawa (2006, Chapter 3). The Interior Salish languages and Twana, a Central Salish language, have only one relational applicative suffix, while the other Salish languages have two or more relational suffixes.

As shown in Kiyosawa (2006), the association of any given relational suffix to applicative semantics is very complicated. Relational applicative suffixes generally attach to intransitive predicates to form transitive verbs. They appear on a wide variety of different predicates, which can be classified into a small list of types, as in (3):
(3) a. Internal experience
   • Psychological event (e.g. 'be afraid of', 'be ashamed of', 'be tired of')
   • Perception (e.g. 'feel', 'hear', 'see')
   • Cognition (e.g. 'know', 'think', 'understand')
   • Liking or desire (e.g. 'like', 'want', 'wish')

b. Expression
   • Speech act (e.g. 'ask', 'sing', 'speak')
   • Facial expression (e.g. 'cry for', 'smile at', 'wink at')

c. Action
   • Social interaction (e.g. 'meet', 'marry', 'act tough on')
   • Activity (e.g. 'work', 'dance')

d. Movement
   • Motion (e.g. 'go', 'run', 'walk')
   • Body movement/position (e.g. 'hide', 'lean', 'sit')

e. Transfer (e.g. 'borrow', 'sell', 'steal')

f. Nature (e.g. 'hail', 'rain', 'snow')

The semantics of the applied object in relational applicatives is linked to the meaning of the predicate. For example, internal experience predicates form relational applicatives in which the applied object is the stimulus (4) or content (5):

(4) Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:221)
ixiʔ \ ?áyá̱-t-mə-nt-s-aŋ.
there tired-ST-REL-TR-2SG.OBJ-1SG.SUB
'I am tired of you.'

(5) Nooksack (Galloway 1997:222)
ʔas-háʔ\-nį-θi-č kʷəm.
st-think-REL-TR:2SG.OBJ-1SG.SUB will
'I’ll think about (remember) you.'

Predicates of expression (speech acts and facial expression) form relational applicatives in which the applied object is the goal or content (6):

(6) Coeur d’Alene (Doak 1997:209)
lú čel tqʷaʔ-eʔelmístxʷ.
//lut čel t-CVC-qʷl-min-stu-Ø-x"//
NEG FUT LOC-RED(AUG)-speak-REL-CS-3SG.OBJ-2SG.SUB
'You don’t talk about it.'

Predicates of social interaction form relational applicatives in which the applied object is the goal (7) or comitative (8):
Motion verbs form relational applicatives in which the applied object is the goal (9), source, or purpose:

(9) Columbian (Kinkade 1982:54)
    kyá"mn-cút-m-nt-m.
    jump-TR:REFL-REL-TR-1PL.SUB
    ‘We all jumped on him.’

Transfer verbs form relational applicatives in which the applied object is the goal (10) or source (11):

(10) Sechelt (Beaumont 1985:104)
    xʷúyum-ni-t-cf-čen-élap-skʷa.
    sell-REL-TR-2SG.OBJ-1SG.SUB-2PL-FUT
    ‘I’ll sell it to you (pl.).’

(11) Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:75)
    qʷáx-m-me-s.
    borrow-MDL-REL(-TR)-3SUB
    ‘She requests a loan from him.’

What property is shared by the predicates in (2)? For the most part, they have a dyadic semantic structure; that is, there are two participants associated with the event. For example, psychological predicates often involve an experiencer and a stimulus, verbs of cognition involve a cognizer and some content, and motion verbs often involve an object in motion and a goal. However, in many languages of the world, the types of predicates in (3) are intransitive rather than transitive. Even if they are transitive, they have low transitivity, in the sense of Hopper and Thompson (1980), and often do not straightforwardly take direct objects.

Transfer predicates (3e) may be an exception to this generalization, since they take theme objects in many languages in addition to the goal or
source nominal. However, transfer predicates are often syntactically intransitive in Salish languages.  

2.2 Redirective applicatives

Salish languages have one to three redirective suffixes. See Table 2.

Table 2. Redirective applicative suffixes in Salish languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRANCH</th>
<th>LANG</th>
<th>REDIRECTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*-xi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Cx</td>
<td>-?em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Se</td>
<td>-é́m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sq</td>
<td>-ši</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nk</td>
<td>-ši</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>-si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kl</td>
<td>-si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ld</td>
<td>-yi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tw</td>
<td>-ši</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>-ši</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ch</td>
<td>-ši</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cz</td>
<td>-ši</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIS</td>
<td>Li</td>
<td>-xít</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Th</td>
<td>-xi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sh</td>
<td>-xi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>Ok</td>
<td>-xi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIS</td>
<td>Ka</td>
<td>-ši</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>-ši</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cm</td>
<td>-xít</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Salish languages have at least one redirective suffix, usually the general redirective suffix, which is reconstructed as *-xi by Dale Kinkade for Proto-Salish, though other redirectives can be reconstructed for some branches of Salish, as discussed by Kiyosawa (2006, Chapter 4). The languages without *-xi are Comox and Sechelt, which have the redirective suffix *-Vm, and Halkomelem, which has developed two new redirective suffixes: a dative marked with -as and a benefactive marked with -ıc.  

Upper Chehalis has three redirective forms: *-xi, *-Vm, and *-tux*t. The semantic differences among them are not entirely clear, but according to Kinkade (1998) *-xi marks datives, *-Vm marks benefactives, and *-tux*t marks translative or benefactive meanings.

6 For example, the stem qʷáx-m (‘borrow’ + middle) ‘borrow’ in (11) is intransitive (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:75).

7 See Gerdts and Hinkson (1996, 2004a) for discussion of how the Halkomelem redirective suffixes developed from lexical suffixes.
*Vm marks datives and benefactives, and *-tuxʷt marks possessors. In the case of the Interior languages, Northern Interior Salish languages have only one redirective applicative, *-xi, while Southern Interior Salish languages have innovated a couple of additional applicative suffixes, *-t and *-tul. The redirective suffixes specialize in their semantics and also add distributional requirements not present in other branches.

The semantic role of the applied object in redirective applicatives is usually goal (12), benefactive (13), malefactive (14), or possessive (15).

- **Goal**
  (12) Spokane (Carlson 1980: 24)
  
  xʷt̕č-š-t-ən .lu? Agnes .lu? t  yáᵐƛʷe?.
  
  gave-RDR-TR-1SG.SUB ART Agnes ART OBL basket
  
  ‘I gave a basket to Agnes.’

- **Benefactive**
  (13) Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993: 265)
  
  Mary ʷac-xít-s i? t  snkłčaʔsqáxaʔ iʔ ttwít.
  
  tie-RDR:TR-3ERG ART OBL horse ART boy
  
  ‘Mary tied the horse for the boy.’

- **Malefactive**
  (14) Thompson (Thompson & Thompson 1980: 28)
  
  ?úqʷeʔ-x-cm-s tə tíy.
  
  drink-RDR-TR-1SG.OBJ-3ERG OBL tea
  
  ‘She drank my tea up on me.’

- **Possessive**
  (15) Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993: 265)
  
  Mary ʷáč-l-t-s iʔ ttwít iʔ kəwáʔp-s.
  
  tie-RDR-TR-3ERG ART boy ART horse-3POSS
  
  ‘Mary tied the boy’s horse (for him).’

2.3 **Type-shifting**

The Salish languages discussed above all have at least one applicative of each type, and many of them have more than one relational and/or more than one redirective applicative suffix, in which case the work of the applicative system is shared among them, often with some degree of overlap. This analysis of applicatives accommodates the majority of applicative suffixes and their
function in Salish languages. However, a residue of several forms and several functions of applicatives do not fit well with this typology.8

According to Kiyosawa's typology, each applicative suffix should in theory be assigned to one type, either relational or redirec
tive. However, in practice, the situation is somewhat more complex, as discussed in Kiyosawa (2006:211f). Salish languages are
typologically unusual in that they have applicatives of both types—those that attach primarily to intransitive bases and	hose that attach primarily to transitive bases. But given the cross-linguistic
dependency for an applicative to be used on both types of predicates, it is not unexpected that a relational will be used as a redirec
tive or vice versa.

In fact, there are a few cases that show type-shifting of applicative
suffixes: some redirec
tive suffixes are also used occasionally as relational
suffixes. For example, the redirec
tive in Upper Chehalis can be suffixed to the
intransitive verb 'work' to form a benefactive.

(16) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991:372)

?it yús-š-c.

PERF work-RDR-TR:1SG.OBJ

'He/she worked for me.'

The reverse situation, relational suffixes used as redirec
tive suffixes, is much
rarer. Kiyosawa (2006) found only one language, Tillamook, in which a
relational suffix -dš can be used in a redirec
tive construction in which the
applied object is benefactive:

(17) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:256, 252)

a. (de) s-šš-n-i.

(ST) ST-burn-TR-1SG.SUB

'I burned it.'

b. šš-n-s-št-i.

burn-RED(OC)-REL-TR-1SG.SUB

'I burned it for him.'

Sometimes applicative suffi
xes are used on transitive bases without
increasing the valence. When used in this fashion, the function of the applicative
is quite similar to that of transitive suffixes, and the direct object is a theme
rather than a semantically oblique NP. See Kiyosawa (2006:221ff.) for
discussion.

Nevertheless, the two-way typology developed in Kiyosawa (2006)
accounts for the most of the Salish applicative data, and, as we see below, it also

8 Kiyosawa (2006) also discusses applicatives in Bella Coola. However, these are
different from applicatives in other Salish languages in both form and function and thus
are excluded from the discussion here.
helps us to understand the interactions that we find between applicatives and other suffixes.

2.4 Applicative syntax

In sum, Kiyosawa (2006) shows that Salish applicatives are organized into a two-way typology of relationals versus redirectives. A relational applicative is added to an intransitive base, and the resulting clause is a syntactically transitive construction in which a non-theme nominal is the applied object. A directive applicative is added to a transitive base, and the resulting clause is a semantically ditransitive construction with three participants: a subject, an applied object, and a theme, which appears as a non-argument NP usually marked oblique. In both types of applicative construction, the applied object shows all of the inflectional properties of the theme NP of a simple transitive clause.

Like nominal objects in simple transitives (18), the applied objects in applicative constructions (19) appear as plain NPs if they are overtly expressed, for example ‘boy’ in the following sentences:

(18) Halkomelem (f.n.)

ni céw-ət-əs k*θə swiwʌs.
AUX help-RDR-TR-3SUB DET boy
‘He helped the boy.’

(19) Halkomelem (Gerds 1988:101)

ni ?ám-əs-t-əs k*θə swiwʌs ṣə k*θə pûk*.  
AUX give-RDR-TR-3SUB DET boy OBL DET book
‘He gave the boy the book.’

As seen in (19), the applicative suffix is usually followed by a transitive suffix and the subject suffix. In the above data, we see examples with the general transitive suffix -t (Gerds 2006). Other transitive suffixes are discussed in section 3.2 below.

If the applied object is pronominal, it is expressed with the same object markers that appear in simple transitive clauses:  

9 Note that some applicative suffixes are not followed by a transitive suffix, as discussed in Kiyosawa (2006:261):

(i) Halkomelem (Gerds 2004:330)

ni? nam-nəs-əs k*θə swiwʌs k*θə John.
AUX go-REL-3SUB DET boy DET John
‘The boy went up to John.’

10 Actually there are some complexities that arise due to the fact that many Salish languages have two sets of object markers. See Kiyosawa (2004, 2006:262ff.).
Another property that applied objects share with direct objects in simple transitive clauses is that they can be passivized:

(24) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005:336)
\[
\text{ni? si?si?-me?-\thetaelam } \text{?e-}\text{\textcircled{\textperiodcentered}} \text{John.}
\]
AUX frighten-REL-TR:OBL:PASS OBL-DET John
‘John was frightened of me.’ (lit. ‘I was frightened of by John.’)

(25) Klallam (Montler 1996:262)
\[
\text{?o\textcircled{\textperiodcentered}a-\textcircled{\textperiodcentered}o-\textcircled{\textperiodcentered}a } \text{?a}? \text{c\textcircled{\textperiodcentered}o} \text{sq\textcircled{\textperiodcentered}a\textcircled{\textperiodcentered}x\textcircled{\textperiodcentered}a}. \\
\text{come-REL-PASS 1SG.SUB OBL DET dog}
\]
‘The dog came at me.’

(26) Sechelt (Beaumont 1985:110)
\[
\text{\textcircled{\textperiodcentered}x\textcircled{\textperiodcentered}e\textcircled{\textperiodcentered}l-\textcircled{\textperiodcentered}h-m-\textcircled{\textperiodcentered}sk\textcircled{\textperiodcentered}a } \text{?e } \text{\textcircled{\textperiodcentered}ke } \text{t\textcircled{\textperiodcentered}n}. \\
\text{write-RDR-TR:2SG.OBJ-PASS-FUT OBL DET:2SG.POSS mother}
\]
‘Your mother will write it for you.’ (lit. ‘It will be written for you by your mother.’)

11 Salish passive sentences are often translated as active sentences in English.
The passive suffix appears on the predicate in (24)–(27) and the agent, if it appears, is in an oblique phrase. The NP that would be the applied object in a corresponding active sentence serves as the sole direct argument in these passives of applicatives.12

In sum, applied objects in both relational and redirective applicatives show all of the inflectional properties exhibited by themes in simple transitive clauses.

3 Combinations of applicatives and other suffixes

Having briefly summarized some key points about the two types of applicatives in the previous section, we now turn to a discussion of the various combinations of applicative suffixes with other suffixes. Salish languages are known for their polysynthetic structure. They have a large number of suffixes, most of which can co-occur with applicative suffixes. The basic order of verbal suffixes in the predicate complex is shown in Table 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROOT</th>
<th>+1 intransitive, lexical suffix</th>
<th>+2 applicative</th>
<th>+3 transitive, causative, non-control</th>
<th>+4 object, passive, reflexive, reciprocal</th>
<th>+5 subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

We have seen examples in the previous section of applicative morphology followed by the general transitive suffixes (+3), object and passive suffixes (+4), and subject suffixes (+5). These suffixes never appear before applicative suffixes, only after.

However, this template is only an heuristic device for showing the relative order of the suffixes, and it does not constitute an adequate treatment of the morphology. In some cases, outer layer morphology creates the right sort of base for earlier morphology in the template, allowing another cycle of suffixation. In this section, we show that some suffixes can occur both inside and outside of the applicative suffixes. These include reflexive and reciprocal

---

12 As Kroeber (1999:25ff.) notes, all Salish languages have a construction that is used to demote the agent, which we refer to here as passive, though it is variously called passive, impersonal passive, impersonal, agent demotion, or inverse by different Salish scholars. Some Salish languages vary as to whether they use object or subject inflection for the sole argument in the passive construction.
suffixes (section 3.1), and causative and non-control transitive suffixes (section 3.2), lexical suffixes (section 3.3), and one type of intransitive suffix, the indefinite (section 3.4).

3.1 Applicatives, reflexives, and reciprocals

Kinkade (1998) reconstructs the Proto-Salish reflexive suffix *-sawt13 and the reciprocal suffix *-awalx.13 In their core use (indicating action on oneself or each other), the reflexive and reciprocal suffixes productively appear on verb forms that can otherwise take transitive suffixes, namely process unaccusatives, and always straightforwardly mean ‘self’ or ‘each other’ (Gerdts 2000:157), as illustrated in the following Halkomelem examples.

(28) Halkomelem (f.n.)

a. Ɂʷəqʷət Ɂʷəqʷəθət Ɂʷəqʷəθəɬ
‘club it’ ‘club self’ ‘club each other’

b. ʔəkʷət ʔəkʷəθət ʔəkʷəθəɬ
‘hook it’ ‘hook self’ ‘get hung up with each other’

c. ɁiɁət ɁiɁəθət ɁiɁəθəɬ
‘scratch it’ ‘scratch self’ ‘scratch each other’

The reflexive and reciprocal suffixes appear in the same slot in the template as the object suffixes; that is, they appear following and, like first- and second-person object suffixes, often fused with the transitive suffix.

(29) Halkomelem (f.n.)

Ɂəy-θəmš Ɂəy-θəmə Ɂəy-təɬxʷ Ɂəy-təɬ Ɂəy-θət Ɂəy-təɬ
‘kill me’ ‘kill you’ ‘kill us’ ‘kill you (plural)’ ‘kill him/her/it/them’ ‘kill self’ ‘kill each other’

Nevertheless, as is usually the case with affixal reflexives and reciprocals in the world’s languages, their surface syntax is intransitive, as evidenced by the verbal inflection: Ɂ-absolutive rather than ergative agreement is used for third-person subjects:

13 Some but not all Salishanists gloss the reflexive and reciprocal suffixes as containing a transitive suffix.
3.1.1 Applicatives followed by reflexives and reciprocals

Parallel to the object suffixes discussed in section 2.4, the reflexive suffix can follow an applicative suffix. For example, reflexes of the relational suffix *-mi can be followed by the general transitive suffix and the reflexive suffix:

(32) Comox (Watanabe 1996:336)
\[ \text{I} \text{-} \text{mi} \text{-} \text{ut} \text{ t} \text{ - cuy}. \]
\[ \text{bad-REL-TR:REFL DET child} \]
The kid is behaving badly, crying and screaming.’

(33) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005:336)
\[ \text{?i} \text{ can w} \text{1 } \text{ McLw} \text{-} \text{ma} \text{-} \text{t} \text{14 } \text{ k*} \text{e} \text{-} \text{n} \text{-} \text{s} \]
\[ \text{AUX 1SG.SUB already tired-REL-REFL DET-1SG.POSS-NM} \]
\[ \text{?i qaqi?}. \]
\[ \text{AUX sick} \]
‘I’m tired of myself being sick.’

(34) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997:124)
\[ \text{n k*zan was-min-an-cút} \]
\[ \text{worry-REL-TR-REFL} \]
‘to worry about oneself’

Similarly, reflexes of the redirective suffix *-xi can be followed by the reflexive suffix:

(35) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997:125)
\[ \text{k*ul-xi-cút} \]
\[ \text{make-RDR-REFL} \]
‘to make something for oneself’

---

14 The vowel e in the relational suffix -me? changes to a before the reflexive suffix (Gerdts and Hinkson 2004a).
The reciprocal suffix can also occur after applicative suffixes. Reflexes of the relational suffix *-mi can be followed by the reciprocal suffix:

(37) Comox (Honoré Watanabe p.c.)
\[\text{\textipa{\text{xəl-i-t-mi-t-awl.}}\]
angry-ST-REL-TR-RECIP
‘They are angry at each other.’

(38) Squamish (Kuipers 1967:79)
\[\text{\textipa{\text{səq-mí-nt-way}}.}\]
split-REL-TR-RECIP
‘splited and share’

(39) Halkomelem (Gerds and Kiyosawa 2005:336)
\[\text{\textipa{\text{?e?ət \text{xi:}?e?-me?-təl \text{təə səəliqəl kʷ-s}}} q"əɬqə̇l-təɬ-s.}}\]
AUX . shy(IMPF)-REL-RECIP DET children DET-NM speak(IMPF)-TR:RECIP-3POSS
‘The children are shy about speaking to each other.’

The relational suffixes -ni (41), -nas (42), and -t(a)s (43) can also be followed by the reciprocal suffix:

(41) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991:172)
\[\text{\textipa{\text{s-yáy-ʃ-n-twál-n-n}}} IM\text{PF-tell-AUTO-REL-RECIP-3SG.SUB}}\]
‘they tell each other’

(42) Nooksack (Galloway 1997:218)
\[\text{\textipa{\text{qo-ns-wál}}} \text{with-REL-RECIP}}\]
‘come together (just meet, no purpose)’
The redirective suffixes -xii (44), -as (45), -tc (46), -tux"t (47) can also be followed by the reciprocal suffix:

(44) Columbian (Kinkade 1982:60)
ma'y-xt-wáx*.  
tell-RDR-RECIP
'They're telling each other stories.'

(45) Halkomelem (Gerdts 2000:146)
?a:m-~s-tal  
give-RDR-RECIP
'give it to each other'

(46) Halkomelem (Gerdts 2000:146)
ni'? ct  q̓əl-əc-təl.  
AUX 1PL cook-RDR-RECIP
'We cooked for each other.'

(47) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991:10)
s-ʔɑx-))?n-tx"t-wali  
IMPF-see/look.at-ʔ-RDR-RECIP
'looking after each other'

The data with applicatives followed by reflexive and reciprocal suffixes that we were able to find in the various Salish languages are summarized in Table 4.15

---

15 Here and elsewhere we use X for combinations that are rejected and blank for combinations for which no data were found.
### Table 4. Applicatives followed by reflexive and reciprocal suffixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LANG</th>
<th>SUFFIX</th>
<th>REL/RDR</th>
<th>REFLEXIVE</th>
<th>RECIPROCAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cx</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sq</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hl</td>
<td>*-ni</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>*-ni</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch</td>
<td>*-tas</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>*-xi</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cm</td>
<td>*-xi</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hl</td>
<td>-as</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hl</td>
<td>-lc</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch</td>
<td><em>-tux</em>t</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reflexive and reciprocal suffixes appear in the same position as object suffixes, and a priori one would expect there to be no restriction on their occurrence after the applicative suffix. However, this needs to be ascertained language by language and applicative by applicative. For example, Halkomelem does not appear to allow the reflexive suffix after the redirective suffixes -as and -tc.

(48) Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988:113)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AUX} & \text{ ISG.SUB} \quad \text{give-RDR-REFL} \\
\text{‘I gave it to myself.’}
\end{align*}
\]

(49) Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988:113)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AUX} & \text{ bake-RDR-REFL} \quad \text{OBL} \quad \text{DET} \quad \text{bread} \\
\text{‘She baked the bread for herself.’}
\end{align*}
\]

As noted above, Halkomelem does allow the reflexive after the relational applicative and furthermore allows the reciprocal after all applicatives. We have no explanation for this array of facts.\(^{16}\)

\[^{16}\text{Note that many verbs in Halkomelem form a benefactive reflexive meaning by simply adding the reflexive to the verb root and expressing the theme as an oblique NP.}\]

(i) Halkomelem (f.n.)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AUX} & \text{ go} \quad \text{hearsay} \quad \text{now} \quad \text{seek-REFL} \quad \text{DET:2POSS} \quad \text{uncle} \\
\text{DET} & \text{woman} \\
\text{‘Your uncle is going to find himself a woman.’}
\end{align*}
\]
3.1.2 Reflexive and reciprocals before applicatives

The previous section showed examples of applicatives followed by reflexive and reciprocal suffixes. In addition, it is possible for reflexive and reciprocal suffixes to appear before applicative suffixes in at least some Salish languages. Since reflexives and reciprocals form intransitive bases, it is expected that they can be followed by relational applicative suffixes, and we see that this is the case.

Reflexes of the relational suffixes *-mi (50)–(53) and *-ni (54) can follow the reflexive suffix:

(50) Comox (Watanabe 2003:335)
\[ tâs-θut-mi-t-uł č to qaymix*].
close-TR:REFL-REL-TR-PAST 1SG.SUB DET native.person
'I was getting closer to the person.'

(51) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:255)
\[ de s-tə-yət-acît-wi-n.]
ART ST-to-stand-TR:REFL-REL-TR
'He is standing next to someone.'

(52) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997:125)
\[ ŋ*əst-án-cut-min
dataxert-TR:REFL-REL
'to make an effort for something'

(53) Columbian (Kinkade 1982:54)
\[ kîlîn-cut-m-n.
jealous-TR:REFL-REL-TR:1SG.SUP
'I'm jealous of him.'

(54) Squamish (Kuipers 1967:79)
\[ qîn-acut-nî-t
datareturn-TR:REFL-REL-TR
'return to'

Reflexes of the relational suffixes *-mi (55), *-nas (56), and *-ni (57) can follow the reciprocal suffix:

(55) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:255)
\[ gʷəʔ do š-ʔəhaʔ-t-əgʷ ál-wi-n.
FUT ART LOC-fight-TR:RECIP-REL-TR
'He is going to fight with him.'
In contrast, redirective suffixes, since they attach to transitive bases, should not follow reflexives and reciprocals. We found one example in which a redirective suffix follows the reflexive suffix. However, this form seems puzzling, because the meaning is the same with or without the reflexive suffix:

(58) Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:72)

a. qʷin-xf-c
   speak-RDR-TR:3SUB
   ‘speak to someone for someone; [esp. in arranging a marriage] act as intermediary for someone’

b. qʷin-cút-x-c
   speak-TR:REFL-RDR-TR:3SUB
   ‘speak to someone for someone; [esp. in arranging a marriage] act as intermediary for someone’

Also, the reflexive morphology does not convey any reflexive meaning. Another example of a reflexive used in this way in Thompson is the word kasename (/*kαs-t-sut/* bad-TR-REFL), which means ‘say no [to a marriage proposal]’ (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1980:28). So apparently the domain of marriage gives rise to a special class of verbs that are morphologically reflexive but semantically transitive.

Also we found one example of the redirective suffix -lc following a reciprocal in Halkomelem:

(59) Halkomelem (f.n.)

čawo-td₂-obl ceʔ wəw nem-as yeq-els
help-RECP-RDR-TR FUT LNK go-3SUB fell-ACT

ə kʷ ʔqet.
OBL DET tree

‘We are going to help each other when he is going to fell some trees.’
[lit: ‘We are going to help each other in order to fell trees for him.’]
In Table 5, we summarize the data we have found in which an applicative suffix follows a reflexive or reciprocal suffix:

**Table 5. Reflexive and reciprocal suffixes preceding applicatives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LANG</th>
<th>REFLEXIVE</th>
<th>RECIPROCAL</th>
<th>REL/RDR</th>
<th>SUFFIX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cx</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cm</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hl</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hl</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>*-n&lt;s&gt;os&lt;/s&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sq</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>*-ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Th</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>*-xi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hl</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>-lc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the reflexive and reciprocal suffixes form intransitive constructions, relational suffixes can follow those suffixes. In contrast, it appears that redirective suffixes can follow reflexives only in a highly lexicalized context.

### 3.1.3 Summary

Table 6 summarizes the data that we have found in which a reflexive or reciprocal suffix appears before or after an applicative suffix.

**Table 6. Applicatives, reflexives, and reciprocals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LANG</th>
<th>SUFFIX</th>
<th>REL/RDR</th>
<th>REFL-APPL</th>
<th>RECIP-APPL</th>
<th>APPL-REFL</th>
<th>APPL-RECIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cx, Li</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sq</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hl</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cm</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch</td>
<td>*-ni</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sq</td>
<td>*-ni</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hl</td>
<td>*-n&lt;s&gt;os&lt;/s&gt;</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nk</td>
<td>*-n&lt;s&gt;os&lt;/s&gt;</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cz</td>
<td>*-tas</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>*-xi</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Th</td>
<td>*-xi</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cm</td>
<td>*-xi</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hl</td>
<td>-as</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hl</td>
<td>-lc</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch</td>
<td><em>-tux</em>t</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Further research is obviously necessary to fill in the blank cells in the table. Nevertheless, when the data from the various languages is taken into consideration, we can see that examples of reflexives and reciprocals appear both before and after both type of applicative suffixes.

3.2 Applicative, causative, and non-control suffixes

Next, we turn to the interaction of applicative suffixes with transitive suffixes. As mentioned above, the general transitive suffix appears only after and not before applicative suffixes. However, we see that applicatives can appear both before and after the other transitive suffixes—the causative suffix *-\textit{stw} and the non-control transitive suffix *-\textit{nwāl-n}.

3.2.1 The causative suffix

The causative suffix *-\textit{stw} has a variety of functions. Typically, this suffix is added to intransitive verbs to form causatives in which a causer causes a causee to do something:

(60) Thompson (L. Thompson 1985:394)
\textit{kwfs-s-cm-s.}
\textit{fall-CS-1SG.OBJ-3SUB}
'She caused me to fall (or managed to make me fall).'

The causative derives a transitive base, and thus we predict that causatives can form redirective applicatives. The causative suffix can be followed by the redirective suffix *-\textit{a?am} (61), *-\textit{yi (<*-xi)} (62), *-\textit{x (<*-xi)} (63), *-\textit{l} (64), and *-\textit{tc} (65):

(61) Comox (Watanabe 2003:250)
\textit{?ilt\textalpha\text beta\textgamma-st-a?am-\textbeta\textgamma t\textgammam  \textalpha e t\textvarepsilon \textepsilon y\textepsilon.}
\textit{eat-CS-RDR-TR:2SG.OBJ 1SG.SUB:FUT OBL DET child}
'I will feed the child for you.'

(62) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994:23)
\textit{?úx*-tx*-yi-c.}
\textit{go-CS-RDR-TR:1SG.OBJ}
'Take it for me.'

17 The reconstructed forms are from Kinkade (1998). He also suggests alternate forms for the causative suffix and the non-control transitive suffix: *-\textit{staw} and *-\textit{nwāl-n} respectively. The suffix-\textit{n} at the end of the non-control transitive suffix *-\textit{nwāl-n} is the general transitive suffix -\textit{n}, which occurs in Interior Salish.

18 See Gerdts and Hukari (2006) for a discussion of the functions of causatives in Halkomelem.
(63) Shuswap (Kuipers 1992:49)

\[
\text{pul-st-x-t-s} \quad \text{tə} \quad \text{s̓əmkəlt-s.}
\]
\[
\text{lie-CS-RDR-TR-3SUB} \quad \text{OBL} \quad \text{daughter-3POSS}
\]

‘He kills his (other’s) daughter.’

(64) Columbian (Kinkade 1982:58)

\[
\text{kʷən-šū-t-1-n.}
\]
\[
\text{examine-CS-RDR-1SG.SUB}
\]

‘I showed it to him.’

(65) Halkomelem (f.n.)

\[
\text{ne meshəx-st-ə-c-thəm̓} \quad \text{ə} \quad \text{ə} \quad \text{sti:č!}
\]
\[
\text{go stop-CS-RDR-TR:1OBJ} \quad \text{OBL} \quad \text{DET} \quad \text{bus}
\]

‘Stop the bus for me!’

One example from Kalispel is particularly noteworthy because the relational suffix appears before the causative suffix and the redirective suffix appears after it:

(66) Kalispel (Carlson and Flett 1989:153)

\[
\text{tu-mì-st-š-t-n.}
\]
\[
\text{transact.business-REL-CS-RDR-TR-1SG.SUB}
\]

‘I bought it for somebody.’

Example (66) is exceptional because in this case the causative suffix does not form a causative stem in which a causer causes a causee to do something. The root *tew ‘transact business’ always appears with two suffixes tu-mì-st when it means ‘buy, sell’ (Carlson and Flett 1989:92). Thus, the relational and causative suffixes may be lexicalized in this example. In fact, the Columbian cognate, *tumist, is analyzed as a verb root meaning ‘sell’, which is in turn followed by a relational suffix in the following example:

(67) Columbian (Kinkade 1981:85)

\[
\text{tumist-мə-n.}
\]
\[
\text{sell-REL(-TR)-1SG.SUB}
\]

‘I sold it.’

We have found other data where an applicative can be followed by the causative suffix. Reflexes of the relational suffix *-mi can be followed by the causative suffix:

(68) Northern Straits (Montler 1986:174)

\[\text{a. t̓čɪstəs.}\
\]
\[\text{//t̓č-ŋiy-stax*-Ø-əs//}\
\]
\[
\text{arrive-REL-CS-3OBJ-3SUB}
\]

‘He brought it.’
b. Ḫčəŋistáŋəs sxə? sxʷ.
   //Ḫč-ɨl-ŋiy-staxʷ-əŋəs sxə? sxʷ/
down-AUTO-REL-CS-1SG.OBJ FUT 2SUB
   ‘You’re going to sink me.’

c. səsiʔŋistálxʷ sxʷ.
   //C₁+seʔ-ŋiy-staxʷ álxʷ sxʷ/
   RED(REs)-scare-REL-CS-1PL.OBJ 2SUB
   ‘You scared us.’

(69) Klallam (Montler 2000: #1399, 1866)
a. nuʔ-Ḫči-ŋ-štəxʷ
   PRFX-deep-REL-CS
   ‘deepen’

b. saʔsiʔ-ŋ-štəxʷ
   afraid-REL-CS
   ‘scare, frighten’

The causative suffix seems to serve as a simple transitive suffix in (70) and (71); it is not used in the usual sense (i.e. ‘to cause someone to do something’, as exemplified in (60) above):

(70) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:243)
gʷə wəl čagʷ-u-sti-wá-y.¹⁹
   FUT with dance-REL-CS-2SG.OBJ-1SG.SUB
   ‘I will dance with you.’

(71) Kalispel (Carlson 1972:104)
čənəmstən.
   //čən-mi-ste-n/
tie/pinch-REL-CS-1SG.SUB
   ‘I tighten it.’

We have found one example of the relational suffix *-nəs followed by the causative suffix:

---
¹⁹ This is the only Tillamook example that we found in which the relational applicative suffix appears as -u and is followed by the causative suffix.
The causative in this case yields a typical causative reading of having someone do something, and the applied object appears as an oblique nominal.

In some Salish languages, the causative suffix is used like a general transitive marker in certain aspects (with or without the customary prefix). The aspectual use of causative can follow a relational suffix:

(73) Shuswap (Kuipers 1992:50)
\[c-\tilde{x}^{-}\tilde{y}\bar{p}=\tilde{e}\bar{\tilde{c}}^{-} m^{- st- s}\]
\[
CUST^{-}{\text{in-angry}=\text{inside-REL-CS-3SUB}}
\]
\[\text{‘be angry at’}\]

(74) Coeur d’Alene (Doak 1997:209)
\[\ell u \tilde{c}\bar{e}\bar{\tilde{e}} t-q^{*}a?q^{*}\bar{e}\bar{\tilde{e}} m^{-stx^{*}}.\]
\[//\ell u t\tilde{c}\bar{e}\bar{\tilde{e}} t-CVC{-q^{*}}e?q^{-}\tilde{e}^{-}m^{-st-\partial{-}x^{*}}//\]
\[\text{NEG FUT LOC-RED(AUG)-speak-REL-CS-3SG.OBJ-2SG.SUB}\]
\[\text{‘You don’t talk about it.’}\]

(75) Columbian (Willett 2003:282)
\[?a\tilde{c}u\bar{y}^{-}m^{-stm^{-s}}\]
\[//?a\tilde{c}^{-}huy^{-}m^{-st-\bar{m}^{-}st- s//}\]
\[\text{IMPF-visit-REL-CS-1SG.OBJ-3SUB all the time}\]
\[\text{‘He visits me every day.’}\]

(76) Columbian (Kinkade 1982:54)
\[\bar{y}\bar{a}^{-}r^{-}m^{-st- m^{-}s}.\]
\[\text{push-REL-CS-1SG.OBJ-3SUB}\]
\[\text{‘He is pushing me.’}\]

Looking next at data in which a redirective suffix is followed by the causative suffix, only one example is attested:

(77) Coeur d’Alene (Doak 1997:161)
\[?\tilde{e}\tilde{n}h^{-}\bar{\tilde{s}}^{-}fstmis.\]
\[//?e(c)\tilde{c}^{-}\text{en}^{-}\bar{\tilde{s}}^{-}st(u)^{-}\bar{m}^{-}i^{-} st//\]
\[\text{CUST-\text{hold-RDR-CS-2SG.OBJ-3SUB}}\]
\[\text{‘He helps you.’}\]
However, in some Interior Salish languages the causative suffix is used instead of the general transitive suffix to mark transitivity in the customary aspect.

We summarize the co-occurrence of applicative and causative suffixes in Table 7:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LANG</th>
<th>SUFFIX</th>
<th>REL/RDR</th>
<th>CS-APPL</th>
<th>APPL-CS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS, Kl, Ti, Ka, Sh, Cr, Cm</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>*-nas</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>*-xi</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ld, Sh, Ka</td>
<td>*-xi</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cm</td>
<td>*-l</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cx</td>
<td>*-Vm</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>-l c</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The causative suffix comes before and after redirective suffixes, but it only comes after relational suffixes. Since the causative suffix derives transitive bases, and redirectives but not relational suffixes are suffixed to transitive bases, we correctly predict that only redirectives will follow the causative. When the causative suffix comes after a relational or a redirective suffix, sometimes it is not used in the usual way (i.e. "to cause someone to do something") but rather as a simple transitive suffix (Tillamook, Kalispel). Also, causative suffixes appear in some languages (Shuswap, Coeur d’Alene, Columbian) to mark transitivity in the customary aspect.

3.2.2 The non-control suffix

The non-control transitive suffix *-nwá-n is used for actions that are performed accidentally or accomplished with difficulty (L. Thompson 1979, 1985; Carlson and L. Thompson 1982). Non-control constructions are translated as ‘do accidentally, unintentionally’, ‘manage to do’, ‘(finally) succeed in doing’, etc.:

(78) Northern Straits (Montler 1986:165)
    ṭən-náxʷ sən.
    hit-NC 1SG.SUB
    ‘I hit it accidentally.’/’I finally managed to hit it.’

The non-control transitive suffix can occur before reflexes of the redirective suffix *-xi (79)–(80), and before -l (81)–(82):

(79) Lushootseed (Hess 1967:43)
    Ḿál-dxʷ-ii-c
    put.on.clothing-NC-RDR-TR:1SG.OBJ
    ‘manage to get it on for me’
(80)  Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1980:28)
ciṅwéxcmx*.  
/ćiṅ-ṅwén-xį-t-sem-ex/*  
dig-NC-RDR-TR-1SG.OBJ-2SG.SUB
‘You (accidentally) dug up my [flowers] on me.’

(81)  Okanagan (N. Mattina 1996:92)
nįal-nu-l-t-x*.  
sink-NC-RDR-TR-2SG.SUB
‘You managed to sink something of his.’

(82)  Columbian (Kinkade 1982:58)
cǒk-k-nų-l-n.  
throw-NC-RDR(-TR)-1SG.SUB
‘I accidentally hit it.’

In contrast to the sequence -nųn-l in (82), the sequence of -nųn-xį or -nųn-tul is rejected in Columbian (Kinkade 1982).

In one noteworthy example from Columbian a relational suffix appears before the non-control transitive suffix and a redirective suffix appears after it:

(83)  Columbian (Kinkade 1982:58)
cǒk-m-nų-l-t-n.  
throw-REL-NC-RDR-TR-1SG.SUB
‘I accidentally threw it at him.’

We turn now to examples where an applicative suffix appears before the non-control suffix. We have found examples in which the relational suffixes -mi (84) and -nəs (85) can be followed by the non-control suffix:

(84)  Shuswap (Kuipers 1974:197)
ľak*-m-nwēn-s  
think.of-REL-NC-2SG.SUB
‘remember, think of, conceive a thought, get an idea’

(85)  Halkomelem (f.n.)
yeľ  na-s-nį?  nám-nəs-nəx*  
finally 1POSS-NM-AUX go-REL-NC
kʷʔə  xʷqəɬəwən  sʔeləx*.  
DET  mean  old.person

‘I finally went to that mean old man.’

None of the other applicative suffixes in Halkomelem can be followed by the non-control transitive suffix:
Halkomelem

a. *ni ?ám-əs-νax*-əs kʷəθə sqʷəmey? ṣə kʷəθə sθ'ám?
   AUX give-RDR-NC-3SUB DET dog OBL DET bone
   ‘He managed to give the dog the bone.’ (Gerds 1988:116)

b. *ni kʷən-əlc-n-āmš-əs.
   AUX take-RDR-NC-1SG.OBJ-3SUB
   ‘He managed to get it for me.’ (Gerds 1988:118)

c. *siʔsiʔ-əm-ʔ-nəx*
   afraid-REL-NC
   ‘accidentally be frightened by him/her/it’ (Gerds and Kiyosawa 2005:337)

An example of a redirective suffix occurring before the non-control transitive suffix is found in Comox:

Comox (Watanabe 2003:251)
kwʷI-ʔm-nu-ʔs-as ṣə tə tθ ti haya.
pour-RDR-NC-1SG.OBJ-3SUB OBL DET 1SG.POSS tea
‘He accidentally spilled my tea.’

The co-occurrence of applicative suffixes with the non-control transitive suffix is summarized in Table 8:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LANG</th>
<th>SUFFIX</th>
<th>REL/RDR</th>
<th>NC-APPL</th>
<th>APPL-NC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sh, Cm</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hl</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>*-nəs</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cx</td>
<td>*-Vm</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ld, Th</td>
<td>*-xi</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ok, Cm</td>
<td>*-l</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cm</td>
<td>*-xi</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>*-tul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The non-control suffix comes before and after redirective suffixes, but it only comes after relational suffixes. Since the non-control transitive suffix derives transitive bases, and redirecitives but not relationals are suffixed to transitive bases, we correctly predict that only redirectives will follow the non-control suffix. However, the co-occurrence of applicatives and the non-control suffix is restricted suffix by suffix and language by language. In Columbian, the
non-control suffix can precede the redirective suffix -t, but not -xit or -tul. In Halkomelem, the non-control suffix can follow only one out of the four applicative suffixes.\footnote{\textit{Honore Watanabe} (p.c.) informs us that he has made a preliminary observation that the relational suffix -mi in Comox cannot be followed by the non-control transitive suffix.}

### 3.2.3 Summary

To summarize what we have found about the interaction of applicatives and transitive marking, the general transitive suffix appears to behave differently from other transitive suffixes with respect to applicatives. The general transitive suffix, discussed in section 2.4 above, only appears after and not before applicative markers. Table 9 gives a summary of the data that we have found on the interaction of applicatives with causative and non-control suffixes.

**Table 9. Applicatives, causatives, and non-control**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LANG</th>
<th>SUFFIX</th>
<th>REL/RDR</th>
<th>CS-APPL</th>
<th>NC-APPL</th>
<th>APPL-CS</th>
<th>APPL-NC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS, Kl, Ti, Ka, Cr</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sh, Cm</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hl</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cx</td>
<td>*-Vm</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hl</td>
<td>-*as</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ld</td>
<td>-*xi</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sh, Ka</td>
<td>-*xi</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>-*xi</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ok</td>
<td>-*I</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cm</td>
<td>-*xi</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-*I</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-*tul</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data are rather sparse but if we take it in total for all the languages we see that both of these transitive suffixes can appear either before or after some applicatives. Some languages apparently block some potential combinations, and we have no explanation for why this is the case.

### 3.3 Applicatives and lexical suffixes

Lexical suffixes, which derive historically from nouns that have become bound forms, have meanings analogous to free-standing nominals.
Salish languages have more than one hundred lexical suffixes expressing body parts, flora and fauna, people, and cultural artifacts such as houses, garments, and instruments. The syntax and semantics of lexical suffixes have been discussed extensively elsewhere (e.g. Gerdts 2003, Gerdts and Hinkson 1996, Hinkson 1999). For our purpose here, it is sufficient to note the two main functions that lexical suffixes have when they are suffixed to verbs.

One use of lexical suffixes is as an adjunct to specify the instrument, manner, or location of an intransitive verb.

(88) Halkomelem (Gerdts 2003:346)
qt=aθan
go.along=mouth
‘walk along (a shore, etc.)’

We refer to this function as Type 1.

A second use of lexical suffixes is to refer to the nominal that plays the role of the theme in a transitive event:

(89) Halkomelem (f.n.)
ne m ə x*-k*-a?=qɔ-t
go 2SUB PFX-open=container-TR
‘Go and open the container!’

We refer to this function as Type 2. The construction is semantically transitive, and, if the lexical suffix is followed by a transitive suffix, it is syntactically transitive as well. The lexical suffix serves a classifying function on the theme, which can appear as the overt object NP of the clause.

(90) Halkomelem (f.n.)
niʔ ñe=x=wil-t-əs θə sləniʔ tø ləpat.
AUX wash=vessel-TR-3ERG DET woman DET cup
‘The woman washed the cups.’

3.3.1 Lexical suffixes followed by applicatives

Examples of lexical suffixes appearing before applicative suffixes are quite common. When a lexical suffix appears before a reflex of the relational suffix *-mi (91)–(101) or *-ni (102)–(103), it has a Type 1 function.

(91) Squamish (Kuipers 1967:79)
qx*=ús-mi-ña
gathered=face-REL-TR
‘gang up on someone’
(92) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005:332)
§-təʔεː=woʔ-mɛʔ-t
NM:LOC-like.that=inside-REL-TR
‘thinking that way about it/him/her’

(93) Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004:186)
dəʔ=áxad-bi-d
turn=side-REL-TR
‘visit someone’

(94) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:254)
le  s-tˈkʷ=aniʔ-ʷí-c-i.
ART  ST-put=ear-REL-2SG.OBJ-1SG.SUB
‘I hear you.’

(95) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991:95)
páʔ=ʔq-ʷm-n
stick.out=foot-REL-3SG.OBJ
‘reach with the foot for’

(96) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:233)
ʔit  kʷəp=áːxn-ʷm-n.
PERF  straight=upper.arm-REL-TR
‘He aimed at it.’

(97) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997:120)
n-ql=án was-ʷm-n
ART-bad=heart-REL
‘to dislike somebody’

(98) Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:75)
a. //kəs=ičeʔ-meh-t//
ugly=skin-REL-TR
‘have a (skin) allergy to something’

b. //wfk=ečeh-meh-t//
see=pretense-REL-TR
‘pretend to see someone/something’

(99) Shuswap (Kuipers 1992:50)
ke-ḵm=ɬx-m-n-s
RED-surface=body-REL-TR-3SUB
‘sneak up to’

21 This predicate is used primarily in the negative: ‘pretend not to see someone/something’ (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:75).
In the above cases, the combination of intransitive verb root and lexical suffix constitutes an intransitive verb, that is, the lexical suffix has a Type 1 function. Therefore, it is not unexpected that a relational applicative can suffix to it. In three examples, we find reflexes of the redirective suffixes *-xi or *-tut following lexical suffixes with Type 1 functions:

(104) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:252)
$s\text{-}tk^*\text{-}ag^\omega(s)\text{-}si\text{-}\omega$
LOC-put=side-RDR-IMP.SG
'Pay him!'

(105) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997:120)
näs=aka?-xít
go=hand-RDR
'to send something to somebody'

(106) Columbian (Kinkade 1982:58)
$s\text{-}n\text{-}k^\omega\text{-}X\text{-}alq^\omega(p)\text{-}túl\text{-}n.$
NM-PSTN-take.out=throat-RDR(-TR)-1SG.SUB
'I took it out of his mouth.'

Nevertheless, in these cases the combination of the verb root and the lexical suffix seems to form a verb with a transitive meaning 'put it aside', 'send it', and 'take it' respectively, and the redirective derives a verb with a typical ditransitive meaning.
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More commonly, lexical suffixes followed by redirecrtive applicatives have a Type 2 function, i.e. the lexical suffix refers to the theme. The combination of verb and lexical suffix constitutes a semantically transitive base to which the redirecrtive suffix is added, and the applied object has the semantic role of goal or benefactive:

(107) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991:5)
\[ s-\text{ṭam}=ul-\text{"i}-t-n \]
IMPF-take.to/deliver=canoe-RDR-TR-3SG.SUB
'take a canoe across to'

(108) Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004:192)
\[ ?u-\text{̣}x\text{̣}ål=\text{̣}əd-yi-d \]
PUNCT-don=foot-RDR-TR 1SG.SUB
'I put shoes on him for (his mother who was too busy with the other children).'

(109) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:272)
\[ \text{č̣f}lm\text{̣}i=k^{{\star}}p-\text{̣}i-c-a?! \]
carry=wood-RDR-TR:1SG.OBJ-IMP
'Bring me some wood!'

(110) Shuswap (Kuipers 1992: 53)
\[ w^?=e\text{̣}lx^*=x-t-s. \]
be.finished=house-RDR-TR-3SUB
'He finishes (building) a house for her/her house.'

(111) Coeur d'Alene (Doak 1997:154.224c)
\[ ?e\text{̣}selftk^{{\star}}p\text{̣}śtu\text{̣}lmn. \]
\[ /\text{̣}e\text{̣}c-\text{̣}sel\text{̣}-\text{̣}ft=k^{{\star}}p-\text{̣}ś(i)t-\text{̣}u\text{̣}lm-n// \]
CUST-chop-for=wood-RDR-TR-2PL.OBJ-1SG.SUB
'I chopped wood for you fellows.'

(112) Columbian (Willett 2003:136)
\[ k^{{\star}}ln\text{̣}xl\text{̣}tn. \]
\[ /k^{{\star}}uln=\text{̣}wil-xit-n// \]
borrow=vehicle-RDR-1SG.SUB
'I borrowed a vehicle for her/him.'

We also see lexical suffixes followed by the redirecrtive suffix -\text{̣}lc in Halkomelem, as discussed in Gerdts (2003).

(113) Halkomelem (Gerdts 2003:348)
\[ \text{šk}^{{\star}}=\text{̣}yəl-\text{̣}lc-\text{̣}ṭām\text{̣}. \]
bathe=baby-RDR-TR:1SG.OBJ
'Bathe the baby for me.'
3.3.2 Applicatives followed by lexical suffixes

There are very few examples with the opposite order—the lexical suffix following the applicative. Applied objects are often human, and lexical suffixes seldom refer to humans. In (114), we see the lexical suffix meaning ‘child’ in an applicative construction formed with the relational suffix -\(\eta iy\) (<*-\(\text{-mi}\)):\textsuperscript{22}

(114) Northern Straits (Montler 1986:174)
\[ q^{\text{\*}}\eta iy\text{\*}l\text{\*} s\text{\*}n. \]
\[ //q^*\eta iy=a1-\eta\text{\*} s\text{\*}n// \]
\[ \text{talk-REL=offspring-MDL 1SG.SUB} \]
'I'm scolding my kid.'

The lexical suffix plays the role of the possession of the possessive applied object.

We also see the lexical suffix for ‘child’ appearing after a reflex of the relational suffix *-\(\text{-mi}\) in the following Shuswap example:

(115) Shuswap (Kuipers 1992:51)
\[ ?\text{\*}x^*-m-n=ilt-m \]
\[ \text{throw-REL-TR=child-MDL} \]
'there are sundogs (lit: throwing children)\textsuperscript{23}'

In Shuswap, the root \(?\text{\*}x^*\) ‘throw’ does not appear without the relational suffix -\(\text{-mi}\) and the general transitive suffix -\(n\). In another example, the suffix for ‘water’ appears in the same environment:

(116) Shuswap (Kuipers 1992:51)
\[ x-?\text{\*}x^*-m-n=etk^*-n-s \]
\[ \text{PRFX-throw-REL-TR=water-TR-3SUB} \]
'throw object into the water'

We have also found data in Halkomelem in which a lexical suffix appears after the redirective suffix *-\(\text{-lc}\):

\textsuperscript{22} When the possessive applied object is coreferent to the subject, middle voice is used.
\textsuperscript{23} “Sundog” refers to a small halo or rainbow appearing on either side of the sun.
Your older brothers are going to fix spears for the children.

‘I bought a lot of toys for the children.’

The lexical suffix for ‘person’ appears in (117) and for ‘child’ in (118).

### 3.3.3 Summary

We summarize the co-occurrence of applicatives and lexical suffixes in Table 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LANG</th>
<th>SUFFIX</th>
<th>RDR/REL</th>
<th>LS-APPL</th>
<th>APPL-LS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sq, Hl, Ld, Ti, TS, NIS, Ka, Cr, Cm</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sh, NS</td>
<td>*-mi</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ld, Ti, TS, NIS, Cr, Cm</td>
<td>*-xi</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hl</td>
<td>-*tul</td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In sum, we find that examples with lexical suffixes preceding applicative suffixes are quite common. The lexical suffixes sometimes serve as modifiers of intransitive verbs (type 1 use) deriving intransitive bases that take relational suffixes. In other examples, lexical suffixes serve as modifiers (type 1) or themes (type 2) of transitive verbs to form semantically transitive bases that take redirective suffixes to form constructions with ditransitive meaning.

Although cases of lexical suffixes following applicatives are not very common, presumably because lexical suffixes rarely refer to human objects, and objects of applicatives are typically human, we did find examples from several languages in which a lexical suffix follows a relational applicative and examples from Halkomelem in which a lexical suffix follows a redirective applicative.

### 3.4 A brief excursus: The indefinite suffix in Coeur d’Alene

A fourth involving the indefinite suffix, which has a very limited range of occurrence in Salish languages, appearing only in the Southern Interior.
branch. The indefinite suffix -šeš in Coeur d'Alene indicates an indefinite participant (Doak 1997:65ff):

(119) Coeur d'Alene (Doak 1997:66)
čfl-šeš
'he gave something away'

The indefinite suffix is also used when the subject is second-person singular or plural and the object is first-person plural, though the first-person plural object is not morphologically marked:

(120) Coeur d'Alene (Doak 1997:66)
*k'u
/k*u
2SG.SUB
'You see us.'

As noted by Doak (1997:67), examples like (119) and (120) are intransitive in the surface syntax.

The relational suffix can follow the indefinite suffix: 24

(121) Coeur d'Alene (Doak 1997:66)
me*šešmnc
//me*-šeš-m(i)-nt-Ø-s/
break-IDF-REL-TR-3OBJ-3SUB
'he broke something for somebody else'

We found just one example in Coeur d'Alene of a relational suffix followed by the indefinite suffix:

24 The suffix -xáx in Columbian may be cognate with -šeš in Coeur d'Alene (Kinkade 1980:35ff). We found two examples in which the relational suffix follows the indefinite suffix:

(i) Columbian (Kinkade 1982:54)
k*aln-xáx-m-n.
borrow-IDF-REL(-TR)-1SG.SUB
'I loaned someone else's property to him.'

(ii) Columbian (Kinkade 1982:54)
k*an-xiž-m-n.
grab/take-IDF-REL(-TR)-1SG.SUB
'I took it away from them.'/pickpocket'
Coeur d’Alene (Doak 1997:122)

\[ yilmixum \quad ku\,?e\,?e\,?e\,\varphi\,\varphi\,\varphi\,\varphi\,n\,\varphi\,\varphi. \]

\[ //ylmix\,*\,-\,m \quad k\,\,u \quad CVC\,-\,e\,?e\,-\,n\,-\,m\,-\,e\,\varphi// \]

chief-MDL 2SG.SUB RED-condescend-LOC-REL-IDF

‘Chief you condescend to honor us.’

Obviously, further research is necessary, but we can preliminarily claim that the indefinite suffix, like the other suffixes discussed in this section, also shows the property of being able to appear either before or after an applicative suffix.

3.5 Summary

In the above discussion, we have shown that there are three classes of Salish suffixes—reflexive/reciprocal, causative/non-control, and lexical suffixes—that can occur either before or after applicative suffixes.

For the most part, the occurrence of these suffixes before applicative suffixes, summarized in Table 11, straightforwardly follows the expectations of the two-way typology developed in Kiyosawa (2006): relational applicatives are formed on intransitive bases while redirective applicatives are formed on transitive bases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUFFIX</th>
<th>RELATIONAL</th>
<th>REDIRECTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REFLEXIVE/RECIPROCAL</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUSATIVE/NON-CONTROL</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEXICAL SUFFIX (TYPE 1)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEXICAL SUFFIX (TYPE 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We expect relational applicatives to be suffixed only to intransitive bases, and we see that this is the case. Straightforwardly, relationals cannot be formed on a base that contains a transitivizing suffix such as causative or non-control transitive. On the other hand, relationals can be suffixed to a base that contains a reflexive or reciprocal suffix, because these suffixes are detransitivizing in Salish. Furthermore, when lexical suffixes appear inside of relational suffixes, they have Type 1 functions. That is, the lexical suffix plays the role of an adjunct, not a theme.

In contrast, we expect redirective applicatives to be suffixed only to transitive bases, and we see that this is the case, except for one example where the redirective suffix is actually functioning as a relational suffix. As predicted, redirectives can be suffixed to a base that contains a causative or non-control transitive suffix. In the case of lexical suffixes, the ones that occur inside redirective suffixes usually have Type 2 functions. That is, the lexical suffix plays the role of a theme, and the verb and lexical suffix constitute a

---

25 Doak (1997) uses • • • to indicate rhetorical lengthening.
semantically transitive base. In contrast, the reflexive and reciprocal suffixes derive intransitive verbs, so redirective suffixes should not appear after them. We found just one example of a redirective following a reflexive in Thompson and one example of a redirective following a reciprocal in Halkomelem.

As noted above, these three classes of suffixes can also follow applicative suffixes, as summarized in Table 12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUFFIX</th>
<th>RELATIONAL</th>
<th>REDIRECTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REFLEXIVE/RECIPROCAL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUSATIVE/NON-CONTROL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEXICAL SUFFIX (TYPE 2)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both relational and redirective applicatives allow the expression of applied objects, and with some language-by-language and suffix-by-suffix exceptions, the applied object can be expressed by a reflexive or reciprocal suffix when it is coreferential with the subject. The derived object can also be a lexical suffix. However, since applied objects tend to be higher animates, and few lexical suffixes express higher animates, examples are rare.

With respect to transitive suffixes, we expect applicative suffixes to be followed by the non-control transitive suffix, just as they are followed by the general transitive suffix, and we do not expect applicative suffixes to be followed by the causative suffix, which usually derive transitive from intransitive verbs. The applicative suffixes themselves derive transitive verbs and thus the base to which the causative suffix would attach is not intransitive. However, we found causative suffixes following relational suffixes in several languages, and one example of a causative suffix following a redirective. In some languages, the causative suffix is used like a general transitive suffix in certain aspects. When used in this function, it can follow applicative suffixes.

4 Conclusion

The results of this survey are necessarily preliminary. We relied heavily on secondary sources: many reference grammars include some basic information about applicatives, as summarized in Kiyosawa (2006: Chapter 1), but they seldom include information about the interactions of applicatives with other constructions. Thus, our research is hindered by lack of data, especially data judged ungrammatical.²⁶

Also, our results show that it may be difficult to make across-the-board generalizations. For example, our research on Halkomelem, where we have studied applicatives and their interactions in some detail, shows that

²⁶ This situation is not unique to Salish languages. In fact, most studies of applicatives suffer from a lacuna of applicative data interacting with other constructions. Kimenyi's (1980) oft-cited study of Kinyarwanda and Baker's (1988) cross-linguistic study are notable exceptions.
generalizations about interactions between applicatives and other suffixes have
to be made applicative by applicative, suffix by suffix, even verb by verb. Some
combinations that are well-formed in other Salish languages are ruled out in
Halkomelem. Overall, the picture is complicated enough to suggest that many
combinations will need to be listed in the grammars of individual Salish
languages.

Nevertheless, our research has led to some interesting observations
concerning the order of suffixes in the verb complex. First, valence is a key
concept. That is, each suffix has a primary function that can be described in
terms of the transitivity of the base to which it is attached and the transitivity of
the form that it creates. For example, reflexives (123) and reciprocals (124), and
other intransitive forms such as indefinites (125) and some middles (126) and
take transitive forms as the base and create an intransitive output, which can
then serve as a base for suffixes that take intransitive bases.

(123) Columbian (Kinkade 1982:54)
k̓ liłn-cút-m-n.
jealous-TR:REFL-REL-TR:1SG.SUB
‘I’m jealous of him.’

(124) Squamish (Kuipers 1967:355)
na wa ḥq̃̄-át-ayʔ-ní-t-as-wit.
AUX CONT argue-TR-RECIP-REL-TR-3SUB-PL
‘They were arguing about it.’

(125) Coeur d’Alene (Doak 1997:66)
me̓̊̆x-šešmnc
//me̓̊̆x-šeš-m(i)-nt-∅-s//
break-IDF-REL-TR-3OBJ-3SUB
‘he broke something for somebody else’

(126) Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:75)
ʔʷáx-m-me-s.
borrow-MDL-REL( - TR)-3SUB
‘She requests a loan from him.’

Furthermore, suffixes that create transitive outputs, such as applicatives
and causatives, can serve as bases for suffixes that take transitive bases, not only
the transitive and object inflectional suffixes discussed in section 3, but also
suffixes that make reference to semantic objecthood, such as reflexives (127),
reciprocals (128), lexical suffixes (129), and indefinites (130).

(127) Columbian (Kinkade 1982:59)
sc-ma’y-x-cút-axʷ.
PRFX-tell-RDR-TR:REFL-IMPF
‘He’s talking to himself.’
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Third, these two properties yield examples in which suffixes appear in an A/B versus B/A order. Suffixes referencing the theme of the base predicate appear before applicative suffixes and suffixes referencing the applied object appear after the base predicate.

An additional example of A/B versus B/A order comes from the interaction of applicatives with transitive suffixes. Although the data are sparse, we see that two types of transitive suffixes—causatives and non-control transitive suffixes—can appear inside applicatives. Since these suffixes create transitive bases, redirective and not relational applicatives will follow them.

However, they will follow both redictrive and relational applicatives:

(128) Halkomelem (f.n.)
\[?i \, yə-hənəm-nes-təl \, tə \, sqʷəməqʷəmey.\]
AUX SER-go[IMPF]-REL-REC DET dog(PL)
‘The dogs are going up to each other.’

(129) Northern Straits (Montler 1986:174)
\[gʷəh̓jyəqə \, sən.\]
\[/gʷəl-ŋiy=ał-əŋ \, sən/\] talk-REL=offspring-MDL 1SG.SUB
‘I’m scolding my kid.’

(130) Coeur d’Alene (Doak 1997:122)
\[yilimíxum \, kučeʔčəʔəməmí \, nʔəs.\]
\[/yilmixʷ-m \, kʷu \, CVC-šəʔ-n-əm-ʃeš/\] chief-MDL 2SG.SUB RED-condescend-LOC-REL-IDF
‘Chief, you condescend to honor us.’

(131) Comox (Watanabe 2003:250)
\[?ɨɫto-n-st-aʔam-əʔi \, təm \, tə \, čuʔy.\]
eat-CS-RDR-TR:2SG.OBJ 1SG.SUB:FUT OBL DET child
‘I will feed the child for you.’

(132) Columbian (Kinkade 1982:54)
\[yəmí-st-m-s.\]
push-REL-CS-1SG.OBJ-3SUB
‘He is pushing me.’

(133) Coeur d’Alene (Doak 1997:161)
\[ʔečn̓ístmís.\]
\[/ʔe(c)-čən̓-ʃí-st(u)-məs/\] CUST-hold-RDR-CS-2SG.OBJ-3SUB
‘He helps you.’
Such data challenge a templatic view of suffix order, which would assign each suffix to a specific slot and thus would predict a single order for combinations of suffixes from different slots. Although we have shown a variety of combinations in the above discussion, the co-occurrence and ordering of suffixes is not a free for all. Rather we find that the ordering of suffixes in applicative constructions proceeds according to a simple principle of compositionality: the suffixes will be ordered to match the levels of structure in the morphosyntax. That is, morphological layering will proceed according to the Satellite Principle (Gerdts 1988), the Mirror Principle (Baker 1985), or similar generalizations in various frameworks. The differences in morphological order correlate to differences in the ordering of the combination of the constructions.

Our observations regarding applicative suffixes are thus quite parallel to points made by Gerdts (2004a) regarding causative suffixes in Halkomelem, which also provide evidence for compositional structure. A form with a lexical suffix (134a), can serve as a base for a causative (134b), which has a causee object that can in turn be represented by a lexical suffix (134c), and this can serve as a base for a causative (134d).

(134) Halkomelem (f.n.)

a. niʔ ?ə č sʔ-əlcəp-ʔ?
   AUX Q 2SUB cut=wood-TR
   ‘Did you cut firewood?’

b. niʔ ?ə č sʔ-əlcəp-stəʔ*ʔ?
   AUX Q 2SUB cut=wood-CS
   ‘Did you have him cut firewood?’

c. niʔ ?ə č sʔ-əlcəp-st=ənaʔ?
   AUX Q 2SUB cut=wood-CS=person
   ‘Did you have people cut firewood?’

d. niʔ ?ə č sʔ-əlcəp-st=ənaʔ-stəʔ*ʔ?
   AUX Q 2SUB cut=wood-CS=person-CS
   ‘Did you have him have people cut firewood?’

In such examples we actually see the same suffix recycling within a single derivation—a paradox for a templatic approach to ordering but a straightforward derivation for a compositional approach. It is not accidental that causatives and applicatives provide evidence for compositionality, since both may instantiate a double layer of “objecthood”, namely an internal argument to the verb and a causee or applied object, respectively.

27 See Rice (2000) for a discussion of templatic versus compositional models of morphology.
Thus, the compositionality of the suffixes is totally expected. What is unexpected and remains a puzzle is why some combinations of suffixes that are predicted to be possible, and in fact are accepted in some Salish languages, are ruled out in other languages. We leave this question open for future discussion and analysis.
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